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Musical training enhances auditory-motor cortex coupling, which in turn facilitates
music and speech perception. How tightly the temporal processing of music and
speech are intertwined is a topic of current research. We investigated the relationship
between musical sophistication (Goldsmiths Musical Sophistication index, Gold-MSI)
and spontaneous speech-to-speech synchronization behavior as an indirect measure
of speech auditory-motor cortex coupling strength. In a group of participants (n = 196),
we tested whether the outcome of the spontaneous speech-to-speech synchronization
test (SSS-test) can be inferred from self-reported musical sophistication. Participants
were classified as high (HIGHs) or low (LOWs) synchronizers according to the SSStest. HIGHs scored higher than LOWs on all Gold-MSI subscales (General Score,
Active Engagement, Musical Perception, Musical Training, Singing Skills), but the
Emotional Attachment scale. More specifically, compared to a previously reported
German-speaking sample, HIGHs overall scored higher and LOWs lower. Compared
to an estimated distribution of the English-speaking general population, our sample
overall scored lower, with the scores of LOWs significantly differing from the normal
distribution, with scores in the ∼30th percentile. While HIGHs more often reported
musical training compared to LOWs, the distribution of training instruments did not vary
across groups. Importantly, even after the highly correlated subscores of the Gold-MSI
were decorrelated, particularly the subscales Musical Perception and Musical Training
allowed to infer the speech-to-speech synchronization behavior. The differential effects
of musical perception and training were observed, with training predicting audio-motor
synchronization in both groups, but perception only in the HIGHs. Our findings suggest
that speech auditory-motor cortex coupling strength can be inferred from training and
perceptual aspects of musical sophistication, suggesting shared mechanisms involved
in speech and music perception.
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remains unclear whether such shared mechanisms reflect the
effects of musical training or reflect other aspects of musicality
(which might not genuinely be due to the training).
Recent research has indicated wide individual differences
in auditory-motor interactions during speech production and
perception (Assaneo et al., 2019a, 2021; Kern et al., 2021).
More precisely, assessing speech-to-speech synchronization in
the general population yields a bimodal distribution: while
a subgroup (HIGH synchronizers) spontaneously aligns the
produced syllabic rate to the perceived one, the rest do not show
an interaction between the produced and perceived rhythms
(LOW synchronizers). At the brain level, HIGH synchronizers
show increased functional and structural coupling between
auditory and motor cortices (Assaneo et al., 2019a). Further
findings corroborate cognitive differences between the groups
(i.e., HIGHs and LOWs). HIGHs performed better on a statistical
learning task (Assaneo et al., 2019a), showed improved syllable
perception in a noisy environment (Assaneo et al., 2021),
and enhanced auditory temporal processing of non-verbal
sequences (e.g., rate discrimination; Kern et al., 2021). Although
a correlation between group affiliation and years of musical
training has been shown (Assaneo et al., 2019a), the extent to
which speech auditory-motor coupling and musicality or musical
training are related is unknown.
Another relevant question is whether musical training might
impact the relationship with auditory-motor coupling differently
depending on the type of musical instrument individuals
are trained on. Previous research suggests that for example,
percussion instruments might particularly train rhythmic motor
abilities. These were related to improved inhibitory control and
have been shown to more strongly impact speech in noise
perception compared to vocal training (Slater and Kraus, 2016;
Slater et al., 2017, 2018). However, other studies did not report the
effects of the type of musical instrument on the training benefit
for auditory psychophysical measures (comparing violinist and
pianists: Carey et al., 2015), or on an age-related benefit from
musical training for speech perception in noise (comparing
several instrument families: Zhang et al., 2020). Both, auditorymotor coupling (Assaneo and Poeppel, 2018; Assaneo et al.,
2019a, 2021) and speech perception (Ghitza, 2011; Giraud and
Poeppel, 2012; Gross et al., 2013; Hyafil et al., 2015; Rimmele
et al., 2015, 2018, 2021; Kösem and van Wassenhove, 2017)
have been related to rhythmic processing. Thus, we were
interested in whether training on different types of instruments
affects the relation between musical sophistication and auditorymotor coupling.
In the past, musicality has been studied in terms of musical
training, but a broader conceptualization of musicality beyond
training has been proposed (Levitin, 2012; Müllensiefen et al.,
2014). The Goldsmiths Musical Sophistication Index (GoldMSI) (Müllensiefen et al., 2014) differentiates the following
aspects of musical sophistication with a focus on the general
population (i.e., no professional musicians): Active Engagement,
Perceptual Abilities, Musical Training, Singing Abilities, Emotional
Attachment, and the scale General Sophistication (i.e., a score
computed based on all subscales, Müllensiefen et al., 2014; GS).
It is unknown, which of these aspects of musical sophistication

INTRODUCTION
The beneficial effects of musical training on auditory cognition
have long been recognized (Zatorre, 2005). Although, the
generalizability of musical training to higher cognitive and nonmusic-related tasks (beyond pitch processing) has been discussed
controversially (Moreno and Bidelman, 2014; Ruggles et al., 2014;
Carey et al., 2015), many studies report beneficial effects on
auditory perception. For example, musical training has been
suggested to increase auditory working memory (Zhang et al.,
2020), aspects of auditory scene analysis (Pelofi et al., 2017), or
inhibitory control (Slater et al., 2018). Furthermore, many studies
have reported that musical training affects speech perception
in noise (Parbery-Clark et al., 2011; Strait and Kraus, 2011;
Swaminathan et al., 2015; Varnet et al., 2015; Zendel et al.,
2015; Coffey et al., 2017a; Puschmann et al., 2018; Yoo and
Bidelman, 2019), while additional variables might affect the
outcome of such a comparison (Ruggles et al., 2014; Boebinger
et al., 2015; Yoo and Bidelman, 2019; for a review see, Coffey
et al., 2017b). On a neuronal level, a beneficial effect of musical
training on speech perception has been related to increased
auditory-motor coupling and synchronization (Bailey et al., 2014;
Du and Zatorre, 2017; Puschmann et al., 2018). For example,
improved syllable perception at varying noise levels in musicians
compared to non-musicians was accompanied by increased left
inferior frontal and right auditory activity (Du and Zatorre,
2017). Furthermore, the intrahemispheric and interhemispheric
connectivity of bilateral auditory and frontal speech motor cortex
was enhanced in musicians. The impact of musical training
on speech perception through auditory-motor coupling might
also be related to working memory improvements due to more
efficient sensorimotor integration (Guo et al., 2017).
Musical training has been shown to improve speech
perception skills at a behavioral (Parbery-Clark et al., 2011;
Swaminathan et al., 2015; Varnet et al., 2015) and neuronal level
(Strait and Kraus, 2011; Zendel et al., 2015; Du and Zatorre,
2017; Puschmann et al., 2018, 2021). Furthermore, auditory
and motor processing are highly interactive during music and
speech perception and production (Hickok and Poeppel, 2007;
Zatorre et al., 2007; Hutchins et al., 2014; Assaneo and Poeppel,
2018; Assaneo et al., 2021). In line with these observations,
overlapping neural circuitry has been suggested for music and
speech, but it is unclear to what extent such an overlap reflects
shared processing mechanisms (Peretz et al., 2015; Sammler,
2020; Sammler and Elmer, 2020). For example, the tracking
of the (rhythmic) temporal structure has been reported in the
auditory cortex for speech (e.g., Luo and Poeppel, 2007; Gross
et al., 2013; Hyafil et al., 2015; Rimmele et al., 2015, 2021;
Keitel et al., 2018; Kösem et al., 2018) and music (Doelling and
Poeppel, 2015; Tal et al., 2017; Harding et al., 2019; Di Liberto
et al., 2020). While, at the same time, distinct neural circuitries
for music and speech processing have been reported (NormanHaignere et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2021). Understanding whether
the shared mechanisms of music and speech processing exist is
crucial, as it opens possibilities to enhance language acquisition
and literacy via musical training (Peretz et al., 2015). However,
because musicians and non-musicians are often compared, it
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part of the current study (Assaneo et al., 2019a,b, 2020, 2021; Kern
et al., 2021). Here, we focus on the relationship between group
pertinence and general musical abilities.
The individual speech auditory-motor coupling strength was
estimated based on two versions of the spontaneous speech
synchronization test (SSS-test). Data collected with an implicit
version of the test comes from Assaneo et al. (2021), and data
corresponding to an explicit version from Kern et al. (2021). Here
we briefly describe the test, for more detail please refer to the
original studies.
During both versions of the test, participants listened to an
80 s rhythmic train of syllables and were instructed to focus
on the syllable sequence while concurrently and continuously
whispering the syllable /TE/. Their task was to either synchronize
their speech production to the syllable sequence (explicit SSStest; Kern et al., 2021) or to perform a syllable recognition task
at the end of the sequence (implicit SSS-test; Assaneo et al.,
2021). The purpose of the syllable recognition task is to direct the
participant’s attention to the syllable detection task and to avoid
them intentionally synchronizing their whisper to the auditory
stimulus. There is no useful information in the participants’
responses, as it has been shown that low and high synchronizers
have equally poor performance on this task (Assaneo et al.,
2019a). For this reason, participants’ responses were not saved.
For both versions, the auditory stimulus comprised 16
different syllables, not including the syllable/TE/. In the implicit
SSS-test, syllables were presented at a rate of 4.5 Hz. In the explicit
SSS-test, the random syllable train contained a progressively
increasing rate (M = 4.5 Hz, range: 4.3–4.7 Hz, steps: 0.1 Hz after
60 syllables). For more detail about the stimulus refer to Assaneo
et al. (2019b).
After the experiment, participants filled out the German
version of the Goldsmiths Musical Sophistication Index (GoldMSI) (Müllensiefen et al., 2014; Fiedler and Müllensiefen, 2015)
and a demographics questionnaire.

share common mechanisms with speech perception and more
specifically with speech auditory-motor coupling. For example,
Musical Training and Singing Abilities might be related to
speech perception through their effect on auditory-motor
coupling. Perceptual musical abilities might reflect several
aspects of auditory perception, which might also affect speech
perception and auditory-motor coupling. In contrast, it is unclear
whether emotional attachment to music could be related to
speech perception.
The present study investigates the relationship between
aspects of musical sophistication and speech auditory-motor
coupling by using the Gold-MSI self-inventory of musical
sophistication (Goldsmiths Musical Sophistication Index; GoldMSI; Müllensiefen et al., 2014) and a behavioral test that enables
the estimation of speech auditory-motor coupling through the
spontaneous synchronization between speech perception and
production (SSS-test; Assaneo et al., 2019a). We hypothesize
that certain aspects of musical sophistication allow us to predict
speech auditory-motor synchronization strength. Specifically, the
subscore Musical Training and to a smaller extend Perceptual
Abilities were expected to be predictive. In contrast, we did
not expect the effects of the subscales Active Engagement
and Emotional Attachment. Furthermore, we explored whether
training with certain musical instruments is particularly related
to high speech auditory-motor synchronization behavior.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants
Overall 196 healthy participants, recruited from the local
Frankfurt/M area in the context of two studies (Assaneo
et al., 2021; Kern et al., 2021), were included in the analysis
(female = 128; mean age: 24.9, StD: 3.8; 2 participants had been
excluded prior to the analysis because of missing values for some
of the Gold-MSI subscales). While men are underrepresented
in our sample, this should not induce a bias in the results
since previous work showed no correlation between gender and
being a high or a low synchronizer (Assaneo et al., 2019a).
According to the self-report, participants had normal hearing, no
neurological or psychiatric disorder, no dyslexia, and were not
taking psychotropic substances during the last 6 months. The
experimental procedures were ethically approved by the Ethics
Council of the Max Planck Society (No. 2017_12).

Analysis
All data analyses were performed in Matlab 2020a (version 9.8)
and R (version 4.0.5) and visualized in Matlab 2020a (version 9.8)
and Python 3.6.9,1 using the libraries Seaborn 0.11.1 (Waskom,
2021) and Matplotlib 3.2.2 (Hunter, 2007).

Participants Classification as High or
Low Synchronizers
Following Assaneo et al. (2019a), speech auditory-motor
synchronization (SSS-test) was analyzed by computing the
phase-locking value (PLV) (Lachaux et al., 1999) between the
envelope of the recorded speech production signal and the
cochlear envelope of the presented audio stimulus. It has
been suggested that the envelope is a part of speech acoustics
particularly relevant for speech perception (Smith et al., 2002).
The envelope reflects the slow amplitude modulations present
in the broadband acoustic speech signal. The cochlear envelope
denotes the average envelope across a range of narrow frequency
bands (auditory channels: 180–7,246 Hz), resembling acoustic

Procedure
The present work represents a new set of analyses performed on
already published data. The data were collected in the context of
two studies that included additional experimental procedures; for
more detail of the complete protocols please refer to the original
papers by Assaneo et al. (2021) and Kern et al. (2021). The results
of the SSS-test were already reported in these studies, but the
Gold-MSI data were only reported for one (Kern et al., 2021). The
effectiveness of both versions of the SSS-test to split the general
population into two groups with significantly different structural
and functional brain features, as well as different performance on
cognitive tasks, has been reported in previous works and is not
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processing in the cochlea (i.e., the cochlear frequency maps;
Yang et al., 1992; Wang and Shamma, 1994). The cochlear
envelope of the speech stimulus was computed using the
NSL Auditory Model toolbox for Matlab. Next, the envelope
was computed for the produced signal (without the cochlear
filtering). Then, the phases of the envelopes were extracted
using the Hilbert transform (downsampling: 100 Hz; band-pass
filtering: 3.5–5.5 Hz). The phases of the perceived (stimulus)
and produced signals were used to estimate the PLV in
windows of 5 s with an overlap of 2 s (Lachaux et al., 1999).
For each run, the mean PLV across windows was assigned
as the synchrony measurement. Since previous studies have
shown that the synchronization measurement follows a bimodal
distribution, a k-means clustering (Arthur and Vassilvitskii,
2007) algorithm with 2 clusters was applied to the mean
PLVs across the two experimental blocks to divide the sample
(including all participants from both studies reported here) into
two groups, high and low synchronizers (HIGHs: n = 109;
LOWs: n = 87; Figure 1). The same procedure was applied in
previous research showing a connection between the high and
low synchronizer affiliation and auditory-motor cortex coupling
strength (Assaneo et al., 2019a, 2021; Kern et al., 2021). Hartigans
dip-test (Hartigan and Hartigan, 1985) revealed a trend toward
rejecting unimodality (D = 0.037, p = 0.056). This replicates
previous findings showing bimodality (significant rejection of
unimodality) in a larger sample, and a trend toward significance
with a sample size comparable to ours (Assaneo et al., 2019a).

FIGURE 1 | Auditory-motor coupling strength was estimated using the
spontaneous speech-motor synchronization test (Assaneo et al., 2019a). The
histogram shows the distribution of the mean PLVs (averaged across runs)
computed between the speech production and perceived audio signals, for
the whole sample (including the samples of both studies). A k-means
algorithm was employed to segregate the population into two clusters: low
(LOWs) and high (HIGHs) synchronizers. The blue and orange lines indicate
normal distributions fitted to each cluster.

multicollinearity. As the scores of the Gold-MSI subscales were
moderate to highly correlated (Spearman correlation; rho: 0.25–
0.63; Figure 2A), Principal Component Analysis (PCA; varimax
rotation; 5 components; variance explained: Component2: 21%,
Component5: 21%, Component4: 20%, Component3: 20%,
Component1: 19%) was performed to decorrelate the subscales.
The projection of the original data on the PCA vector space
was retrieved by multiplying the original data with the PCA
eigenvectors. In a latent class regression model, two clusters
formed based on the PLV values were inferred using the projected
data on the five PCA components as predictors (metrical
variables: Component1-Component5). The group affiliation of
HIGHs and LOWs was used as the initial cluster assignment
of observations at the start of the algorithm. Finally, to identify
subscales that were relevant for predicting the clusters, the PCA
components were related to the Gold-MSI subscales by inspecting
the component loadings (i.e., indicating the correlation between
the subscales and the PCA components) (Figure 2B).

Relationship Between the Goldsmiths
Musical Sophistication Index and the
Synchronization Test
Based on the 38 items of the Gold-MSI (Müllensiefen et al.,
2014; German version: Schaal et al., 2014) the five subscales
Active Engagement, Perceptual Abilities, Musical Training,
Singing Abilities, Emotional Attachment, and the scale General
Sophistication (GS) were computed.
Group differences in median scores between high and
low synchronizers were analyzed using Wilcoxon rank
sum tests (two-sided; Bonferroni corrected p-value at0.05:
pcorr0.05 = 0.0083, and at0.01: pcorr0.01 = 0.0017). Additionally,
the HIGHs and LOWs were tested separately to establish
whether the median score for each subscale and the General
Sophistication differed from the mean English-speaking norm
population reported in Müllensiefen et al. (2014), as well as
a previously reported German-speaking sample (Schaal et al.,
2014), using Wilcoxon rank sum tests (two-sided: Bonferroni
correction, pcorr0.05 = 0.0042; pcorr0 .01 = 0.0008).
Next, chi-squared tests were used to test for differences in
the distribution (within and across groups) of instruments
participants reported training on. The instruments were
categorized as instrument families: none, strings, voice,
woodwinds, keys, percussion, brass.
To investigate, whether the high or low synchronizer behavior
can be inferred from any of the subscales of the Gold-MSI, a
latent class regression model was fitted (Leisch, 2004). One of the
assumptions of the analysis that must be met is the absence of
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RESULTS
Wilcoxon rank sum tests showed for high synchronizers
increased Gold-MSI scores compared to low synchronizers
(Figure 3) for the general factor GS (W = 12,772, p < 0.0001,
r = 0.261) and the subscales Active Engagement (W = 12,205,
p = 0.0002, r = 0.188), Perceptual Skills (W = 12,663, p < 0.0001,
r = 0.246), Musical Training (W = 1,278, p < 0.0002, r = 0.261),
and Singing Skills (W = 1,256, p < 0.0001, r = 0.233). No
effects were observed for the subscale Emotional Attachment
(W = 1,172, p = 0.0125, r = 0.126; Bonferroni corrected
pcorr0 .05 = 0.0083).
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FIGURE 2 | Gold-MSI subscale scores were decorrelated using PCA. (A) Strong to moderate correlations between the scores of the Gold-MSI subscales were
observed. (B) Load of the 5 PCA components on the Active Engagement (AE), Musical Perception (MP), Musical Training (MT), Singing Skill (SS), and Emotional
Attachment (EA) subscales of the Gold-MSI. The color and size of the circles indicate the coefficient (rho) of the Spearman correlation and the loading strength in
panels A and B, respectively (see scale).

Compared to the originally reported English-speaking norm
population (Müllensiefen et al., 2014; Supplementary Table 3;
sample: n = 147,633; norm population mean scores: Active
Engagement: 42, Musical Perception: 50, Musical Training:
27, Singing Skills: 32, Emotional Attachment: 35, General
Sophistication: 82), high synchronizers showed a similar
distribution, while low synchronizers showed lower scores
(Figure 4). Wilcoxon rank sum tests show that the scores
of high synchronizers did differ from the mean of the norm
population for the Active Engagement scale (W = 2,015;
p = 0.0030; r = −0.201; pcorr0 .05 = 0.0042), but not for any of
the other subscales (ps: 0.9891, 0.5977, 0.7543, 0.6774, 0.0835).

In contrast, the scores of low synchronizers differed from the
mean of the norm population for the General Sophistication
index and all subscales (Ws ∼ [267, 423, 561, 379, 533, 1021],
rs ∼[−0.529, −0.479, −0.434, −0.493, −0.443, −0.287])
(ps < 0.0002; pcorr0.05 = 0.0042). Low synchronizers on average
scored: Active Engagement 33, Musical Perception 44, Musical
Training 18, Singing Skills 25, Emotional Attachment 33, General
Sophistication 63. In contrast, high synchronizers on average
scored higher: Active Engagement 38, Musical Perception 50,
Musical Training 26, Singing Skills 31, Emotional Attachment
34, General Sophistication 78. A comparison of our full sample
(high and low synchronizers taken together) to the English norm
population showed that our sample scored lower compared

FIGURE 3 | HIGHs show increased scores for most subscales of musical
sophistication, while compared against LOWs. The scores (cumulated across
items) are displayed for each subscale of the Gold-MSI (Active Engagement,
Musical Perception, Musical Training, Singing Abilities, Emotional Attachment)
and the General Score (GS). HIGHs showed increased mean scores for all
subscales, but the Emotional Attachment scale (**: Bonferroni corrected
p < 0.01; using Wilcoxon rank sum test).
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FIGURE 4 | Percentiles of musical sophistication scores with respect to an
English-speaking norm population. High synchronizers show a similar
distribution compared to an English-speaking norm population, with the
median around the ∼50 percentile. In contrast, low synchronizers showed
lower scores of musical sophistication at all scales, with the median in the
lower percentiles (∼30).
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observed (β = 0.3; SE = 0.01; z = 23.83; p < 0.001) and
the significant effects of the predictor Component5 (β = 0.03;
SE = 0.01; z = 3.25; p = 0.001). For cluster2 (describing the
HIGHs) a significant intercept was observed (β = 0.64; SE = 0.02;
z = 35.44; p < 0.001) and significant effects of the predictors
Component1 (β = 0.05; SE = 0.02; z = 3.08; p = 0.002) and
Component5 (β = 0.05; SE = 0.01; z = 3.83; p < 0.001),
as well as a trend for Component4 (β = 0.02; SE = 0.01;
z = 1.95; p = 0.051). The two PCA components that showed
significant effects showed the highest loading on the Gold-MSI
factors Perceptual Skills (Component 1) and Musical Training
(Component 5) (Figure 2B). The PCA component that showed
a trend loaded highest on Singing Skills (Component 4). The
Component 3, which loaded highest on the subscale Active
Engagement and Component 2, which loaded highest on the
subscale Emotional Attachment, showed no significant effect. The
analysis was run on the PCA components in order to deal with the
multicollinearity between the Gold-MSI subscales. A downside of
the PCA based analysis is that it might blur the interpretability
compared to the original subscales For interpretation purposes,
we related the PCA components to the Gold-MSI subscale with
the highest loading. Thus, as a control we ran the same analysis
on the original Gold-MSI subscales data, which are medium
to highly correlated. The analysis widely confirms the findings
of our PCA based analysis. The latent class regression again
revealed two clusters that were medium well separated (cluster1:
ratio = 0.67, cluster2: ratio = 0.67). With the following centroids
and component sizes (cluster1, c = 0.28, n = 64, cluster2:
c = 0.67, n = 132), cluster1 corresponded to the LOWs and
cluster2 to the HIGHs, referring to the groups revealed with
the k-means algorithm. For cluster1 (describing the LOWs) a
significant intercept was observed (β = 0.3; SE = 0.01; z = 23.83;
p < 0.001) and significant effects of the predictor subscale
Musical Training (β = 0.04; SE = 0.01; z = 3.08; p = 0.002).
For cluster2 (describing the HIGHs) a significant intercept was
observed (β = 0.64; SE = 0.02; z = 35.44; p < 0.001) and
significant effects of the predictor’s subscale Musical Perception
(β = 0.06; SE = 0.02; z = 2.88; p = 0.004) and Musical
Training (β = 0.04; SE = 0.01; z = 2.9; p = 0.021), as well as
an effect of Emotional Engagement with a negative coefficient
(β = −0.03; SE = 0.01; z = −2.1; p = 0.036). In order to
avoid multicollinearity issues, our interpretation focuses on the
PCA based analysis.
It is noteworthy that, because some participants showed PLV
values that were close to the high/low synchronizer cut-off
(between 0.45 and 0.55), we additionally performed a control
analysis, where these participants were excluded. The analysis
pipeline (PCA analysis and latent class regression models)
was repeated with this sample (173 total participants; HIGHs,
n = 101). The latent class regression models with the PCA
components as predictors and with the Gold-MSI subscales as
predictors both confirmed the results of our original analysis,
whereas the clusters were better separated. Cluster1 exactly
overlapped with the LOWs. A significant predictor was the
PCA Component 5 with the highest relation to the Musical
Training subscale (for the analysis based on the Gold-MSI
subscales: only the Musical Training subscale showed a significant

to the norm on all scales but the Emotional Attachment scale
(Active Engagement, Musical Training, Singing Skills, General
Sophistication, Ws ∼[4,326, 6,266, 5,549, 6,170, 4,651], rs
∼[−0.338, −0.215, −0.261, −0.221, −0.318], ps < 0.0042;
pcorr0.05 = 0.0042)(Emotional Attachment scale: W = 7,458,
r = −0.14, p = 0.0057).
We additionally compared our data to a German-speaking
sample (Schaal et al., 2014; n = 641; Table 1, mean scores:
Active Engagement: 33, Musical Perception:46, Musical Training:
23, Singing Skills: 28, Emotional Attachment: 31, General
Sophistication: 70), which, however, was much smaller in size
compared to the English norm population. High synchronizers
scored above the German sample for all subscales and the
General Sophistication scale (Ws ∼[4,578, 4,822, 4,046, 4,231,
5,241, 4,319], rs ∼[0.324, 0.374, 0.215, 0.253, 0.46, 0.27],
ps < 0.0016; pcorr0.05 = 0.0042); low synchronizers scored
below the norm for the subscale Musical Training and the
General Sophistication scale (Ws ∼[869, 1135], rs ∼[−0.335,
−0.25], ps < 0.001; pcorr0.05 = 0.0042), and above the
norm for the subscale Emotional Attachment (W = 2935,
r = 0.328, p < 0.00002). No differences were observed
for the other subscales. Our full sample (high and low
synchronizers taken together) compared to the German sample,
showed no significant difference for the subscales Musical
Training, Singing Skills and the General Sophistication score. In
contrast, our sample scored higher on the Active Engagement,
Musical Perception and Emotional Attachment scales (Ws
∼[12,526, 12,318, 15,989], rs ∼[0.183,0.169, 0.403], ps < 0.0009;
pcorr0.05 = 0.0042).
Chi-squared tests showed the distribution of instruments
participants reported musical training on (for this analysis,
several participants had to be excluded because of missing values;
n = 187) varied across groups [χ2 (6) = 16.58, p = 0.011]
(Figure 5). However, the effect was related to more HIGHs
compared to LOWs reporting that they received training on
any instrument (category “none” for HIGHs: 10 and LOWs:
26). If the category “none” was removed, there were no
differences in distribution across the groups [χ2 (5) = 1.49,
p = 0.914]. The distribution was different from a uniform
distribution within groups even when the category “none”
was removed, e.g., few participants reported training on
percussion while many participants reported training on keys
[HIGHs: χ2 (5) = 38, p < 0.001; LOWs: χ2 (5) = 22.78,
p < 0.001].
In a next step we analyzed to what extend the synchronizer
group affiliation (HIGHs, LOWs) can be inferred from the GoldMSI subscales. After the subscales were decorrelated, the 5 PCA
components were used as predictors in a latent class regression
model. The latent class regression revealed two clusters that
were medium well separated (cluster1: ratio = 0.67, cluster2:
ratio = 0.67; ratios indicate the overlap in posterior probability of
cluster belonging, optimally separated components show ratios
close to 1; Leisch, 2004). With the following centroids and
cluster sizes (cluster1, c = 0.28, n = 64, cluster 2: c = 0.67,
n = 132), cluster1 corresponded to the LOWs and cluster2 to
the HIGHs as revealed with the k-means algorithm (Figure 6).
For cluster1 (describing the LOWs) a significant intercept was
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FIGURE 5 | Distribution of the trained instrument across HIGHs and LOWs. HIGHs (displayed in orange) and LOWs (displayed in blue) differed with respect to how
many individuals received musical training. However, the distribution of instrument families did not differ, when the category “none” was removed.

effect). Cluster 2 exactly overlapped with the HIGHs. There were
significant effects of Component 1 related to Musical Perception,
Component 5 related to Musical Training, and a trend for
Component 4 related to Singing Skills (for the analysis based
on the Gold-MSI subscales: next to a significant effect of the
Musical Perception scale, there was a trend for the Musical
Training scale).

DISCUSSION
Here we find that populations (HIGHs and LOWs) with
previously reported differences in functional and structural
connectivity between frontal speech-motor and auditory cortex
(Assaneo et al., 2019a), as well as in perceptual abilities in
tasks involving speech (Assaneo et al., 2021) or sound (Kern
et al., 2021), also differ in self-reported musical sophistication.
Musical sophistication was higher in high synchronizers
compared to low synchronizers. Although in line with previous
results (Assaneo et al., 2019a) high synchronizers reported
more years of musical training, groups did not differ in
the type of instrument they were trained on. The GoldMSI subscales Musical Perception and Musical Training both
significantly predicted speech auditory-motor coupling in the
HIGHs, even when the highly correlated self-assessments
of musical perception and training were disentangled by a
PCA analysis. In contrast, only Musical Training predicted
speech auditory-motor coupling in the LOWs. This provides
further evidence that perception also relies on auditorymotor coupling and that speech and musical processing share
certain mechanisms.

Speech Auditory-Motor Synchronization
Inferred From Musical Training and
Perception

FIGURE 6 | Distribution of the clusters revealed from the latent class
regression analysis. The histogram shows the distribution of the mean PLVs
(averaged across runs) computed between the speech production and
perceived audio signals, for the whole sample (including the samples of both
studies). The dashed blue and orange lines indicate normal distributions fitted
to the cluster revealed by the k-means algorithm segregating two clusters
(HIGHs and LOWs); the thick blue and orange lines indicate the clusters
revealed by the latent class regression analysis. The two clusters highly
overlap for the different analyses.
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Musical training has been suggested to enhance auditory
(Parbery-Clark et al., 2013) and speech perception (Parbery-Clark
et al., 2011; Strait and Kraus, 2011; Swaminathan et al., 2015;
Varnet et al., 2015; Zendel et al., 2015; Coffey et al., 2017a,b),
through a plasticity-related increment in auditory-motor
cortex coupling (Du and Zatorre, 2017). Thus, it is not
surprising that the component related to musical training
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stream (Hickok and Poeppel, 2007). This fasciculus has been
shown to be enhanced in high synchronizers compared to
lows (Assaneo et al., 2019a). Interestingly, research shows
that brain plasticity can be modulated by musical training,
especially a positive correlation between structural connectivity
measures of the arcuate fasciculus and musical training has
been reported (Halwani et al., 2011; Steele et al., 2013).
Bringing those results together, we suggest that musical
training can enhance the structural connectivity between
speech perception and production regions resulting in high
levels of speech-to-speech synchrony. Furthermore, the
same white matter structure (i.e., left arcuate fasciculus)
has been shown to be involved in auditory perception
(Vaquero et al., 2021) as well as in statistical word learning
(López-Barroso et al., 2013).

resulted in a good predictor of speech-to-speech synchrony
(a behavioral measurement previously linked to structural
connectivity between motor and auditory cortices). On
the other hand, it has been argued that musical perceptual
selectivity does not require formal musical training (Boebinger
et al., 2021). Inherent auditory skills might shape auditory
and speech perception, while formal musical training can
additionally contribute (Mankel and Bidelman, 2018). We
find, in line with the latter, that the components most strongly
related to both the subscales Musical Training and Musical
Perception (as well as a trend of the subscale Singing Skills)
predict speech-to-speech synchrony in high synchronizers.
Importantly, this was the case even when the highly correlated
Gold-MSI subscores were decorrelated. Principal component
analysis was used to decorrelate the Gold-MSI subscores.
Because there is no one-on-one mapping between the GoldMSI subscores and the components, an additional control
analysis on the original data was used, which confirmed
our interpretation.
Interestingly, components most strongly related to the
subscales Musical Training and Perception contributed
differently to predict auditory-motor synchronization
within the HIGHs and LOWs. The higher the musical
training the higher the auditory-motor synchronization
(measured as PLV) in the HIGHs and LOWs, however, with
a steeper increase (i.e., slope) in HIGHs. In contrast, only
in the HIGHs, higher musical perception scores related
to higher auditory-motor synchronization. Possibly, to
become a high synchronizer musical training needs to
transfer to perceptual abilities. Furthermore, perceptual
abilities might have been in general low in the group of
low synchronizers.
We were able to predict whether a participant was a
high or a low synchronizer based on a self-assessment
questionnaire (the Gold-MSI). Even though the group
affiliation as high or low synchronizer could be predicted
from aspects of self-reported musical sophistication, in our
previous research we showed that the SSS-test correlated with
auditory perception beyond effects of musical sophistication
(Kern et al., 2021). This suggests that there is a relation between
speech-to-speech synchronization and musical perception
and training, whereas speech-to-speech synchronization
(as accessed with the behavioral SSS-test) might be a more
direct estimate of certain auditory perception abilities and
auditory-motor cortex coupling. In summary, our findings
are in line with previous research suggesting a partially
overlapping mechanism of speech and music that are
similarly affected by musical training (Peretz et al., 2015;
Sammler and Elmer, 2020).
While future research is required to identify the brain
mechanism underlying the connection between speech-tospeech synchronization and musical perception and training,
we hypothesize that the structural features of the left arcuate
fasciculus can, at least partially, explain our observations.
This white matter pathway connects temporal auditory
regions with frontal speech production areas and has been
proposed to be the main pathway for the dorsal language
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Musical Sophistication of Low and High
Synchronizers With Respect to a Norm
Population
Interestingly, low speech auditory-motor synchronizers showed
musical sophistication scores in the lower percentiles (Figure 4)
of the English norm population (as reported by: Müllensiefen
et al., 2014). In contrast, high synchronizers showed a similar
distribution compared to the norm. Overall, our participant
sample (high and low synchronizers combined) scored lower
compared to the Gold-MSI English norm population. Others
had previously reported lower Gold-MSI scores in a German
replication of the Gold-MSI inventory compared to the
English norm population (Schaal et al., 2014). When we
compare our data to this German sample (which was much
smaller compared to the English norm population), high
synchronizers scored above this sample for all scales and
low synchronizers scored below the sample at the General
Sophistication and Musical Training scales (whereas Emotional
Attachment was above the sample). Overall, the General
Sophistication score of our sample was not significantly
different from the reported German data. This suggests that
the SSS-test provides an indication of “higher” vs. “lower”
musical sophistication within a group of individuals of the
general population.
Overall LOWs showed reduced scores compared to HIGHs
in general musical sophistication and for all subscales of the
Gold-MSI, but the emotional engagement scale. Surprisingly,
LOWs also showed lower scores compared to HIGHs for the
Active Engagement subscale (even though this scale wasn’t
predictive of the auditory-motor synchronization strength).
One could speculate that the LOWs might have some
reduced capability of enjoying rhythmic and motoric aspects
of music, probably due to having weaker auditory-motor
coupling also in the perceptual not only the active production
pathway. The lower appreciation of rhythmic aspects of music
might in turn affect the motivation to learn a musical
instrument and train one’s musical skills. In contrast, the
emotional engagement was comparable for high and low
synchronizers, suggesting that emotional engagement aspects
might be dependent only to a small degree on rhythm processing
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capabilities. Future research is required to better understand a
possible connection between active engagement and rhythmic
auditory-motor coupling.

that auditory musical perception also relies on auditorymotor coupling and that speech and musical processing share
certain mechanisms.

Type of Musical Instrument Training and
Speech Auditory-Motor Synchronization
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